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I’m Bink Walstra, but most people know me as "Bonkstraa". I'm a 19-year-old software-development student 
living in the Netherlands, with a passion for digital art. About 2-3 years ago I started using Blender, this is 
where my artist journey started. Back then, I
discovered an interest in creating 3D artwork. I started following tutorials, posting on Instagram and most 
importantly: developing my style while creating a workflow that fits my creative process. 

I really enjoy creating procedural art and using the human body as a base for my artwork. This 
style/workflow is something that can be seen in almost all my creations. Quite recently (about 5-6 months style/workflow is something that can be seen in almost all my creations. Quite recently (about 5-6 months 
ago) I started creating NFTs. This led to a ton of new people starting to interact with my work and come to 
my socials. My Instagram especially has grown a lot over the past few months, from almost 2000 to 28 000 
followers. I'm still amazed with the amount of people that like my work and support me. 

My SolarHeads and my Embodiments of Emotions projects on OpenSea are something I'm very proud of. My SolarHeads and my Embodiments of Emotions projects on OpenSea are something I'm very proud of. 
It's incredible to see a small community form around artwork you have created. These past months have 
really been a rollercoaster. 2-3 years ago, when I started using Blender, I would never have guessed all 
these crazy things happening. I really love creating art, and that passion has only been growing over the 
past couple years. 

I'm truly amazed that something which started as a hobby has grown out to something very life changing. I'm truly amazed that something which started as a hobby has grown out to something very life changing. 
Something that is only possible with a great group of supporters and followers around me, they are highly 
appreciated!

I have always been a very big fan of sci-fi movies. With my growing passion for art, I wanted to create a 
piece that pays tribute to my love of sci-fi. I started looking at certain frames of the Star Wars and Alien 
franchises for inspiration. I picked out certain frames I really liked and started creating. Most of the time franchises for inspiration. I picked out certain frames I really liked and started creating. Most of the time 
when I'm creating a piece, certain emotions come to mind. For this piece, emotions like: rage and madness 
came to mind. So I decided to stick with these feelings for the entire process.

When working on Vorticon and its counterparts, I discovered a lot of new techniques and features within 
Blender (my 3d program of choice). Amazing texture generation from an application called "Jsplacement '', 
incredible sculpting/modeling techniques from the "BY-GEN" add-on and character generation from a 
Blender add-on called "MB-lab".

VVorticon is not made just to be cool, it's made to give emotion and feeling to the viewers. It is also the 
representation of my growth and development as an artist.
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